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newspapers that there is heavy con-
centration of Pakistani troops along our 
borders in the north. Also we have read 
in papers, as our Defence Minister has 
said, that there has been firing going on 
along the Pakistan border. Also, firing 
has been going on along the Indo-
Bangladesh border. Sir, the Minister has 
assured us that our Armed Forces are 
fully prepared to meet the situation, 
should the threat escalate in the Jammu 
and Kashmir area. But suppose the threat 
escalates on both the borders 
simultaneously, will the Defence 
Minister kindly assure us that our Armed 
Forces are fully prepared to meet that 
eventuality also? 

 
SHRI NIRMAL CHATTERJEE: Sir, 

the point that I want to draw attention to 
the Defence Minister and also of the 
Government is: Are we trying to deal 
only at the military level? The point that 
should be understood is that after all 
Pakistan is only a mask. The real force 
behind the mask is far away from our 
country, and the Vice-President of the 
power which is behind that mask is also 
coming to India. Now it is to the benefit 
of that country which produces defence 
equipment in the private sector for profit 
and which is interested in the 
destabilisation of the whole sub-continent 
so that the market for arms remains. Are 
we going to take it up only in terms of 
bur defence preparedness? At the 
political level are we going to take it up 
with both the Pakistan Government and 
the Vice-President of the United States? 
And will the Government draw a lesson 
in future to name the main destabilising 
forces in this part of the world? That is 
my question. 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN REDDY 
(Andhra Pradesh): Sir, it is really of great 
concern to the whole nation These things 
have appeared in the press today. I am 
happy that the Defence Minister has 
come up with a statement that India is 
aware of the troop movements of 
Pakistan on the border and is prepared to 
meet it. I would like to know the total 
strength of the Pakistani forces that are 
on the border. Have you got any 
information? Have you got any source by 
which you can know the enemy's 
strength? If not, you have to make such 
arrangements by which you must know 
well before any dangerous move occurs 
on our borders. The second thing is that it 
is not Pakistan alone which is behind this 
move. Certain big powers are interested 
that the whole area in this sub-continent 
should be disturbed, so that it should act 
according to their wishes. So I want to 
know whether the Government of India 
is taking all the necessary steps, in 
consultation with friendly countries 
because India is the Chair person of the 
Non-Aligned:, briefing those countries as 
wel as the Commonwealth countries, the 
non-aligned countries, because Pakistan 
is also a member of the non-aligned 
country. I think the Defence Minister will 
take necessary steps to brief all the other 
non-aligned countries so that Pakistan 
does not get involved in this game of 
acquiring sophisticated weapons. 
SHRI R. VENKATARAMAN; Mr. 

Deputy Chairman, Sir, I accept the very 
good advice given by my esteemed friend 
Mr. Jaswant Singh  that we should 
exercise utmost restraint in this matter. 
Government of India have been exercising 
the greatest restraint in all these matters. 
We have never allowed escalation of 
tensions from our side. Even when 
something is done from the other side, we 
play it down, play it cool, and see that it 
does not escalate. That is why I said, even 
in my statement that we have the 
institution of flag meetings, about? which 
the hon. Member knows, meet-lings 
between the local commanders of 
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[Dr.  (Shrimati) Najma Heptulla] 
he has given you the permission in 
writing to move it. In the absence of such 
permission nobody can move the 
Resolution on Mr. Patel's behalf. 
(Interruptions) 

TUB VICE-CHAIRMAN (OR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA): It 
is just like a question. If the questioner 
does not come and another Member says 
he wants to ask the question, he cannot 
ask unless and until the questioner has 
given him the authority. Here he has not 
authorised anybody. Now, Mr. Kai-
yanasundaram. 



 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA): He has 
not authorised anybody to move it. So it 
cannot be moved. He should have given his 
authority. But he has not given. Now, Mr. 
Kalyana-sundsram to move his Resolution. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM (Tamil 
Nadu): Madam Vice-Chairman, thank you for 
upholding my right to move my Resolution, 
although my turn is third. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA): It is 
your good luck. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: It is 
not luck. I took the trouble of waiting here, 
although my turn was only third. So Members 
who have given notice of a Resolution must 
make it a point to be present. I am sorry that 
Members even from my side did not uphold 
that principle. Then what is the use of the 
non-official time? We got only 2-l|2 hours in 
a week. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA): In two 
weeks. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: 
Those who have given notice . 

SHRI KALP NATH RAI: You move your 
Resolution. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: Yes, I 
am moving it. I thank you. I only want to 
convince my friends. It should not become a 
precedent. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA; On 
a point of clarification. We never had any 
disrespect or disinterestedness in the 
Resolution of my learned friend. We were 
under the impression that the mover of the 
first Resolution was asked to be absent. 

 
SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: 

Madam, with your permission and with the 
permission of the House, I move the 
following Resolution: 

"This House recommends that a 
Standing Parliamentary Committee on the 
lines of the Parliamentary Committee on 
Public Undertakings he constituted to 
oversee the functioning and performance of 
the nationalised banks." 

This is also a very important resolution, more 
important than the previ-vious two 
resolutions. They are general. Through the 
budget, we have discussed all those points. 
Here is a specific request to the Government 
or a specific recommendation on behalf of the 
House that a Parliamentary Committee should 
be constituted on the model of the Public 
Undertakings Committee specifically for 
supervising the functionsing of the 
nationalised banks. Often through question we 
have raised the matter of irregularities that are 
taking place in many of 
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[Shri   M.    Kalyansundaram] the nationalised  
banks  Very     often we get a reply    from    
the    Finance Ministry that the Reserve Bank 
examined these irregularities and it is a matter 
between    the    Reserve    Bank and  the bank 
concerned.    And when ask for the findings of 
the Reserve Bank enquiry We are told that it is 
a. matter    between    the    bank    and the 
Reserve Bank, it cannot be made public and it 
cannot be placed on the Table of the House.    
This is the usual reply that we get.    I have no 
intention  to  bring the banks into    public 
disgrace.    My part    is    one    of    the parties    
in   those   days   which   were agitating      for      
nationalisation      of banks. After   a    good    
deal    of    agitation      by     bank      
employees      by bank    employees    trade    
unions,    by the     left   parties,    the     
Government agreed to introduce the Bill and 
banks were   nationalised.    It      is   good   
that they are nationalised.   Whatever may be  
the  irregularities  and  defects    in the  
functioning  of     the  banks,   they should be 
rectified.   Those defects are not due to the 
principle of nationalisation.   I want to make it 
clear that the 
criticism of the functioning of    the banks 
arises out of various irregulari- d defects 
which have nothing to with       nationalisation.    
Because they are nationalised, we get a right 
to  demand     that there should be    a 
Parliamentary  scrutiny.    It  is  a  pity, I 
thought I might    not get my turn and 
therefore, I did not bring all the materials that     
I  have  grthered     to on    my Resolution.   
Even    so, T shall  try to make my points in    
a general  way.   Why    am I so serious about 
it? Severaj times I had raised this House about 
the very serious irregularities in the 
functioning of the Puniab & Sind Bank, the 
the Laksh-mi Vilas Bank, then so many other 
banks, very serious irregularities involving 
crores    and crore, of rupee*. Reserve Bank is 
the authority to con- and fegulate and issue 
guidelines to  these   nationalised   banks.    I  
wonder whether  Reserve Bank is  itself act      
according   to   law   and 

examine the functioning of these banks. 
Periodically Reserye Bank audit is also done. 
They go and check. Whatever they find, no 
whom they report is not known. What actior 
is taken is not known. Irregularities continue   
and      are   ever  widespread. 

Further, before going into the details of 
certain irregularities, I want to draw the 
attention of the House and the Government 
regarding the principle of nominating non-
officials on the management boards. True, 
trade union representatives were taken on the 
boards of management to involve the 
employees also in the administration of the 
banks. That principle is a healthy principle. It 
should be continued and, if necessary, it 
should be through election by the employees 
concerned and not through nomination. What 
is the basis on which politicians are inducted 
into the boards of management? Irregularities 
start from the day politicians are inducted into 
the boards of management. Whatever may be 
the irre-gularities, however serious they may 
be, politicians bring political pressure and try 
either to suppress the irregularities or to shield 
those involved in the irregularities. That is 
what we have seen in many of these cases. 
Therefore, I am opposed to the principle of 
politicians being inducted. It will be in the 
interests of the ruling parly themselves to 
avoid it. And who are those politicians who 
are inducted into the boards of directors? They 
are either supporters of the ruling party or 
some industrialists. The credit policy although 
worked out by the Reserve Bank in 
consultation with the Finance Ministry, has to 
be implemented by the banks. Can the Finance 
Ministry give us the details of the big houses 
which have taken loans from these banks? 
What are the arrears and how long these 
arrears remain uncleared? These will run into 
several thousands of crores of rupees Are 
interests charged on these arrears? These are 
matters which should be carefully gone into 
and    if 
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-these are enquired into you will find that the 
nationalised banks have become instruments 
for big industrial houses for their own 
exploitation and for managing big business 
without themselves investing their own 
money. 

There is no need for a man called Swaraj 
Paul to come and teach us how these industrial 
houses are manager} without much of their 
own investment, He exposed them. Are these 
fact, not known to the Government? They 
know these fact's. They have allowed these 
things to happen. With less then ten per cent 
of their own investment, Rs. 300 crores worth 
of idustries are being managed by a few 
individuals for their own advantage. And 
banks collude with them. Some banks have 
their nominees in these industrial houses. But 
they do not take care of the interests of banks. 
They also sail with the directors who are 
looting these institutions. 
I can quote several instances. One of the 
industries where the baks have invested 
money, but it is enjoyed by a few individuals, 
is the South India Vhgcos in Tamil Nadu. 
While banks invest money for such 
unscrupulous industrialists to loot, they refuse 
to go to the help of institutions, which ore in 
difficulty. That is why many textile mills 
remain closed in Tamil Nadu. In Pondicherry 
one of the most popular textile mill, the 
Anglo-French Textile Mill employing about 
7.000 workers, still remains closed The 
Buckingham and Carnatic Mill in the city of 
Madras remained closed-The banks wiU not 
go to their help, help only big industrial 
bouses. T have collected figures regarding 
ments or loans, granted to big industrial 
house, and how they remain in arrears. But 
today I have, not brought them. I will follow 
them up through questions and other methods. 

Yesterday in the Patriot a very imp- i 
mi   article      had   appeared   giving 

details of how banks are being looted.* 
It is a pity that the paper has comp- 
ared this loot to dacoity. Dacoits are 

scriminal hut those who manage banks 

are worst than dacoits. In the banks honest 
employees cannot function freely. They must 
act not according to rules, but according to the 
wishes of the Directors, the high-ups and parti-
cularly the politicians. So, that is how the banks 
are being used for such undesirable anti-social 
purposes. I am not bothered about these loans 
which are being given these days and about 
which some of the honourable Members spoke 
so much saying that they are given without 
proper surety and other things to the poorer 
sections of the people. Even if the loans are not 
recovered, they would only be a trifle. Even 
though the ruling party is open to the charge 
that it is doing it with a political motive for 
election purposes, it is good because it goes 
only to the help of the poorer sections of the 
people who have not seen such loans so far. 
The only thing is that thay must take care to see 
that the loans reach the persons for whom they 
are intended. But benami loans may be 
sanctioned and somebody in between may be 
taking away the money. Ensure that the 
applicant is real and genuine and the money 
reaches the applicant. My dear Minister—whe-
ther it is the Deputy Minister; or the Minister of 
State, whoever is present here^-you should 
examine the way in which the loans are granted 
by the • Punjab and Sind Bank in this very city, 
the city of Delhi, and also in Punjab. Non-
existent transport organisations took loans and 
when they tried to trace them, no vehicles were 
seen and not even name boards could be seen 
and no person could be traced. So, such things 
happen. When you give loans in a massive 
manner to thousands of people, the danger is all 
the more. Fictitious persons can be created and 
fictitious applications may be sanctioned and 
money may be distributed to them and when 
you go for recovery, you won't find a single 
person who has actually taken the loan. In spite 
of these weaknesses, I am nob objecting    to it 
because     at 
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[Shri M. Kalyanasundaram] mentary 
Committee least some fifty per cent of the 
money may go to the deserving poor 
people who are small vendors or traders. 
But it is the big business houses which 
are looting these banks. That is why a 
parliamentary committee is essential for 
supervising the functioning of the banks. 

While talking about the functioning of 
the banks, there is another thing also. It is 
the looting of the banks in an organised 
manner by armed gangs which is on the 
increase. Whether the terrorists operating 
in Punjab are doing or some dacoits are 
doing it in the name of terrorists is not 
known and nobody can be sure of that. 
But the instances of looting the banks are 
on the increase. What does, the 
Government propose to do? How are you 
going to protect the employees? The 
employees have to work at a great risk- 
So, for the security of the banks, if 
necessary, a special armed forca for 
protecting the banks in big cities should 
be thought of by the Government. 
Otherwise, there appears to be no remedy 
at all. Even in some places, the policeman 
or whoever is there with a gun leaves the 
gun and runs away. This has happened in 
some places, so, how to protect these 
banks from such dacoits or such terrorists 
is also a serious problem. Of course, I do 
not claim that the constitution of a 
parliamentary committee will help in 
solving the problem. But it, will certainly 
point out to the Government as to what 
should be done then and there. But the 
parliamentary committees are for a much 
more serious purpose. Banks are 
important financial institutions, 
particularly the banks in the public sector, 
which are catering to the needs of both 
the private sector and also the 
Government. Now, the banking sector is 
able to draw large amounts of deposits 
from the common people. So, these 
deposits must be preserved carefully, 
garnered properly and distributed in the 
best interests of in-lusrtrial and economic    
development 

Nationalised Banks of the country. 
If the banks   are    to serve the purpose lor 
winch they were nationalised or created, it 
is     highly necessary that there should be 
a parliamentary supervision    and     
control over the functioning of these 
banks. True that they are under the control 
and supervision of the Reserve Bank of 
India and    the Finance   Ministry. The 
Finance Ministry is again    overworked.    
I do not know whether     it-is sufficiently 
equipeed and competent to discharge the    
other     obligation?. Yesterday, when the 
Finance Bill was under consideration, the 
whole House turned it into a discussion    
on     the Finance Ministry, its Revenue 
Department and its Expenditure 
Department. Is the Customs     Department    
fune-tioning properly? Are we able to cor-
ner all the revenue that is due to the 
country? How     much smuggling     is 
going on? Smuggling has become     a very 
normal thing in all the     ports and 
harbours. Whatever may be   the police 
and the watch and ward, they are not able 
to prevent it.    If     any police officer 
takes it seriously     and wants to prevent 
smuggling, then bis life is in danger.    
That is the lesson of Garden     Reach 
incident in     Cal cutta.    When an honest 
Police   Commissioner went against these 
anti-social elements who were involved     
in smuggling, even   the Constables    did 
not go to his support. That man was 
dragged into an    interior lane     and 
hacked to pieces.   That is the fate of the 
honest officers who want to serve the 
interests of the Finance Ministry. Similar 
is the case of     income-tax raids.   
Recently,  a     conference      of Income-
tax employees    and     officers was held in 
Madras. What is the demand that they   
have made?     Apart from payment of 
bonus and the D. A. instalments, the most 
important thing that they said is that 
whenever they go sor raids, the Police do 
not   come to their help. If they are 
attacked by the people, they are helpless.  
Whenever they raid a particular house the-
people   there are very influential and the 
Police refuse     to come to   then' 
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mentary Committee help. They get into 
trouble later. That is the grievance voiced 
by the Income-Tax Department. How is 
the Finance Ministry going to rectify this 
situation? There is heavy leakage of 
revenue in every sphere. There is evasion 
of tax. There is such an overload on the 
Finance Ministry that it is idle to expect 
them to exercise effective supervision on 
these 40,000 branches all over the country 
of these nationalised banks. The number 
of branches may even be more. That is 
why, it is high time that a parliamentary 
committee goes into the functioning of 
these banks and suggest methods to 
streamline and improve them so that the 
public finances may be utilised for the 
purpose for which they are intended or in 
the best interest of the nation. There may 
be some Members who may ask, "Oh! 
why so much illusion about the Par-
liamentary committee? What happened to 
the recommendations made by the 
Parliamentary Committee on Public 
Undertakings?" There is a Public 
Undertakings Committee which had made 
several recommendations. They are put in 
the hbrary. All the recommendations 
made by the Public Undertakings 
Committee, Estimates Committee and the 
Public Accounts Committee are put in the 
library. They have taken pains. 3.00 P.M. 
Irrespective of political differences, they 
made unanimous recommendations. These 
are not recommendations on the basis of 
dissent. Without any dissent 
recommendations have been made by 
these Committees which are kept in cold 
storage. So, that defect is there. But still it 
is necessary. Their recommendations are 
there. Why are you not taking action on 
those things? As to how the Parliamentary 
Committee's recommendations themselves 
are not seriously attended to by the 
Government, I may quote before the 
House the. instance about the Shipping 
Corporation of India. The Shipping 
Corporation of India is one of the 
important public 

Nationalised Banks sector 
undertakings. It has to face a lot of 
trouble and pressures from the multi-
national shipping companies all over the 
world, whether it is the Japanese or the 
West German or the American or the 
British shipping companies. They would 
not allow even our cargo to be carried by 
our ships. Even our cargo to their 
countries must be carried by their vessels. 
Their cargo to our country also must be 
brought by their vessels. So, this is the 
position even after 37 years of 
independence. That is why the demand 
for new international economic relations 
voiced by the Non aligned Movement is 
becoming more important. Madam, the 
Shipping Corporation of India is incurring 
losses. The Estimates Committee went 
into it. They have not opened a branch 
office in Madras. In Madras it is given to 
a private contractor without even calling 
for tenders. The Shipping Corporation's 
passenger vessel leave-Madras and goes 
upto Singapore and comes back. The 
maintenance of the vessel is given to one 
of the biggest stevedores. Even running of 
the canteen in the vessel is entrusted to 
him without calling the tenders. The 
amount in this case alone runs into 
several crores of rupees every year. One 
single contractor handles several crores 
rupees worth of services for this 
Corporation. And the Public Un-
dertakings Committee has severely 
criticised the attitude of the Shipping 
Corporation of India. Yet, no action has 
so far been taken. 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN
 (DR.
- 

(SHRIMATI)   NAJMA  HEPTULLA) 
Mr. Kalyanasundaram, will you speak 
for a longer time? Already half 
an hour is over. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: I 
am concluding. Similarly, I can quote 
several instances. While talking about 
banking, you may think that I am talking 
about all these other things. True. It is 
because I am suggesting the constitution 
of a Parlia- 
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Committee. It is my duty to point out that the 
Government has failed to take these 
recommendatrons seriously. There is an 
erosion in the authority of the Parliament. 
That does not prevent me from making these 
recommendations. So long as the Parliament 
exists and we are having the parliamentary 
democracy, we should observe the norms 
.properly. Parliamentary democracy has 
helped us so far in spite of all these diffi-
culties. Unlike Pakistan or Bangladesh, in our 
country we have tried to preserve this 
parliamentary democracy. It is very important. 
Even the Left parties have agreed to give a 
chance for bringing about 'these structural 
changes for economic reforms, for political 
reforms even through the parliamentary 
methods. So, that should be welcomed by the 
ruling party. So, the ruling party nay proper 
attention to the recommendations of the 
Parliamentary Committees so that the 
authority of the Parliament is not eroded. 

In spite of this defect in the attitude of the 
ruling party towards the Parliamentary 
Committees, I demand that a Parliamentary 
Committee should be constituted for the 
purpose of scrutinising the functioning of the 
nationalised banks and to make appropriate 
recommendations every year. 

With these words, I conclude. And I appeal 
to the other Members also, even to the ruling 
party Members, to support this Resolution. 
What I am asking for is nothing revolutionary. 
Just as you have so many Parliamentary 
Committees, have one more Commifctes. 
That is my request that the ruling party need 
not oppose it. They may also support it and let 
us pass  this  Resolution unanimously. 

The question was proposed. 
SHRI P.N. SUKUL: Madam, Vice-

Chairman, I am sorry we    were   to 

discuss some other Resolution but today we 
are discussing this Resolution. However, it is 
a very important Resolution brought forward 
by my friend, Mr. Kalyanasundaram and I am 
also personally of the opinion that if possible 
a Parliamentary Committee must be 
constituted to oversea the functioning of the 
nationalised banks. Though I have my own 
reservations in this regard because our 
nationalised banks are doing a great and 
positive service to our people and if we see 
their • performance since nationalisation, we 
need not be unnecessarily alarmed about it, 
but still if Parliament wants to go into their 
performance, if Parliament wants to study 
their performance and if my hon. colleagues 
are of the opinion that a Committee should be 
formed, as I said, I have absolutely no ob-
jection and I would favour the idea that a 
Parliamentary Committee should be formed. 

Ours is a very poor country. Our poverty 
has been due to so .many factors. First it was 
the Britishers who were responsible for our 
exploitation. Then our own feudal system, the 
za-mindars etc. were responsible for this. The 
wars also added to our poverty. Then came 
the droughts, floods and so many natural 
calamities. Howei is a fact that amongst the 
developing countries, we are the best 
developed country. The progress that our 
country has made as a result of our Five Year 
Plans and the difference that we find today as 
a result of these achievements are simply 
colossal. 

As regards banks, when the banks were 
nationalised, there werae 8,626 branches in 
the country of all these banks that have been 
nationalised. Today the total number of 
branch-41 thousand and odd. That is the ex-
pansion that has taken place in the banking 
system in our country, that is the addition that 
has taken place in the number. of branches of 
these banks. When the; banks     were 



 

nationalised what was the money deposited in 
our banks     at that   time? The money 
deposited with these banks was R». 5,000 
crores. And today the mono deposited in our   
nationalised banks is Rs. 57 thousand crores. 
That is the difference that   nationalisation has 
brough about. Our economic policy has 
helped this banking system to grow and 
through the banks our own poor people to 
grow and rise   above the povsrty line. If I am 
not wrong, last year also our nationalised 
banks have given a total profit of about Rs. 77 
crores to the     Government.      Of course 
people can say that this profit should have 
been much more; it could have been more 
than Rs. 100 crores or 200 crores. That is a 
debatable point. But still so much profit is 
there   despite so many constraints, so      
many problems. And personally I am    not 
very unhappy about the performance of our 
nationalised banks. 

These banks, Madam, are supposed to 
render a very great service to our nation, to 
our poor people. The loans that are being 
disbursed to the people under the IRDP are 
meant primarily for bringing the people 
above the poverty line. And for other 
purposes also these loans are being disbursed 
by the banks only and that is why much 
depends on the performance and efficiency of 
these banks. 

As I was saying, these banks have played a 
great role in bringing people above the poverty 
line. In the first two years of the Sixth Plan 
period alone, as our Planning Minister was 
telling us the other day, our poverty has been 
reduced from 51.1 per cent to 41.5 per cent and 
as many as 57 million people are supposed to 
have crossed the poverty line during these two 
years of the Sixth Plan period. Naturally these 
people crossed the poverty line mainly on 
account of the loans, the financial assistance, 
they got from the nationalised banks and that is 
how the banks have rendered a great service to 
our nation in toning     

up our economic administration    for 
removing our poverty. 

As I was telling you, Madam, when "the 
banks were nationalised, at that time, the 
loans given by these tanks to small men, to 
poor people, to backward people—the total 
loans—amounted to Rs. 441 crores only. 
Today we find that as much as Rs. 13,000 
crores have been sanctioned by way of loans 
from these banks to our backward people, to 
our poor people. That is the size of the 
assistance that our nationalised banks are 
rendering to our poor people and that is how 
they are trying to build up the nation as per 
our schemes, as per our plans. 

Our  Government,   Madam,  is  very much 
alive to the situation in these banks—what  
these  banks  are doing. In the first week of last    
December when our Finance Minister was ad-
dressing a conference of Chairman of the  
various  nationalised   banks,     he told the 
banks  to step up anti-poverty plans.    Our 
Government is fully con-to-us of the constraints 
of the problems wherever they are and that    is 
why our Finance Minister asked the banks  to   
step   up  their  anti-poverty plans and at that 
time he said that under   these   plans   that   had   
to   be stepped up, 30 million families had to be  
covered.    So,  we  know,  Madam, that our 
banks are doing great service to  the nation.    
Had they not    been functioning well, so    
much of    loans could not have been given, so 
much of progress could not have been made and 
so many people could not have been brought 
above the poverty line. But still there may be 
certain defects in the system—as I said—certain 
problems inherent in the banks, and to study 
those problems and to step up the efficiency of 
these banks and the banking system, of course, 
there can't be any objection if, as proposed by 
my  learned  colleague,  Mr.  Kalyana-
sundaram, a Parliamentary Committee is 
formed to study the situation—if a permanent 
Parliamentary  Committee is formed to look 
into the functioning 
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[Shri P. N. Sukul] and performance of the 
nationalised banks. 

There is one problem, Madam. I myself 
have been a trade union leader arid because 
of my trade unionism I have already spent 
about five years in jail. (I was myself a very 
militant trade unionist once upon a time. 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
SHRIMATI NAJMA HEPTULLA): Are 
you a militant Member of Parliament also? 

SHRI P. N. SUKUL: At that time, I was 
not. 
I am coming to the banks. As I was saying, 

I myself was fighting for the rights of my 
people, my colleagues. That is why I had to go 
behind bars, But then I find that even militant 
trade unionism sometimes takes a turn that 
does not find much favour with me. For 
example, if a man has served for a definite 
period and he is transferred, why should a 
union fight that he should not be transferred? 
Why should there be a strike in the bank that 
he should not be transferred, after completion 
of the due period of service, the requisite 
period of service? I think it happened in 
Madras. In the State Bank of Madras there 
was agitation on this very point, that certain 
people were transferred from one branch in 
Madras to another branch in Madras, and of 
course work was at a standstill and so many 
problems were there. This kind of thing, 
Madam. I am not inclined to favour. Of 
course, ill the rights of the employees should 
be safeguarded, their income should be 
safeguarded, their prerogatives, their 
privileges should be safeguarded. But after 
safeguarding all these, the emplo. yees have 
got to work to the satisfaction of the people, I 
should say. They must work as per the 
requirements, what they are supposed to do. 
And that is why undue interference of trade 
unionism is one thing that is responsible for 
some loss of efficiency in our nationalised 
banks; and that aspect of the situation can also 
well be 

studied by the proposed Parliamentary 
Committee. 

Madam, I do not have much to say on the 
subject. It is a good subject. As I said in the 
very beginning, I favour the idea that a 
parliamentary committee should be set up to 
look into the functioning and performance of 
these banks. Although, as I said, there is not 
much to be studied, there is not much to be 
improved upon, still if my colleagues feel it 
necessary, there cannot be any objection. 

With these words, I support the Resolution. 
SHRI K. MOHANAN (Kerala): Madam 

Vice-Chairman, I am also in a little difficulty 
while taking part in this dscussion, as my 
colleagues have accepted the Resolution. But 
it is said that Communists must be able - to 
tackle any situation and any subject at 
anytime. That is why... 

AN HON. MEMBER: Eveready cells. 
SHRI K. MOHANAN: Yes. That is why 

one of the veteran leaders of the Communist 
movement in India, Comrade 
Kalyanasundaram, was able to manage the 
situation and he spoke for more than 35 
minutes on nothing. 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
SHRIMATI    NAJMA    HEPTULLA-): He 
was prepared for his Resolution. 

SHRI K. MOHANAN: Yes. to a cer- 
tain extent. But I am not so competent. Even 
then, in spirit, I am supporting this 
Resolution. The Comptroller and Auditor 
General of India is the Anal authority to 
check the dealings of the financial institutions 
and the Government's dealings in financial 
matters in this country. But the Comptroller 
and Auditor General has got no powers to 
look into the dealings of the nationalised 
banks. Public accountability is a must for 
every public institution. "Madam, in the last 
session of this House we have passed another 
Bill, the Secrecy and Fidelity of Financial 
Institutions Bill. It was the last nail on the 
coffin concerned    with    the    banking    
institu- 
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tions in this country. On the basis of that Bill, 
now any question put in this House to get 
some information about the bank dealings in 
this country is refused by the Department. So, 
everything regarding the bank institutions in 
the country is now being kept as high secret. 
The PAC has the power to look into the 
matters of even the Defence Ministry, the 
highly sensitive sector of our administration 
and our departments. The PAC bias the 
power to look into the dealings of even the 
Defence Ministry, but it has no right to look 
into the dealings of the nationalised banks. 

If I am correct, huge sums of Government 
money has been locked up with these 
nationalised banks. They are using that 
money for their business purposes without 
any control of the Government. Who is there 
to look into this? Nobody is there. I am not 
going into the details of all the reports 
published and presented. The only authority 
to check the dealings of the nationalised 
banks is the Reserve Bank of India. But the 
public is completely in wood about the 
findings of the RBI about the dealings of the 
nationalised banks. Very rarely some press 
reports come out, and only through that the 
general public of this country are able to 
know something about these dealings. Even 
in the reports of the RBI there is no mention 
about the bank practices of the nationalised 
banks, anywhere in those reports. 

I would like to know from the Minister the 
amount every year we are writing off as bad 
debts. There art two types of loot in the 
nationalised banks. One is by armed gangs 
and terrorists, and the other is by bank 
managers in collusion with big monopolies of 
this country. Crores and crores of rupees are 
written off as bad debts. At the same time, if 
a poor man under the IRDP or NREP 
schemes goes to the bank and tries get a loan, 
then, the question of collateral security will 
come. What in the collateral    security    with    
him? 

Even in the face of the family planning 
programmes, half a dozen children at least. 
Otherwise, there is nothing with him for 
collateral security. So, the poor in the rural 
areas are not able to get any kind of help 
from   these  nationalised   banks. 

Of the self-employment scheme, there are 
so many criticisms. There is the approach of 
the political parties, the approach of the ruling 
party or the Government or the approach of 
the employees of the bank. But, as my senior 
colleague, comrade Kalya-nasundaram has 
mentioned, if the money goes to the real 
person, I have no objection, whether he is a 
Congressman or he belongs to some other 
party. But now what is really happening is, 
some local dadas are preparing the lists and 
getting signatures of these poor people and 
they are directing the bank managers to sanc-
tion these loans. They are giving a little sum 
of money to these poor persons, and the rest 
of the money goes to somebody else's pocket, 
This must be checked. Not only that, the 
procedure for sanctioning loans of this type, 
must be simplified. 

The bank employees told me, I was told, 
that they were prepared to sanction these 
loans. But if these loans are not to be 
recovered, if there is no security, then at that 
time, those who were responsible to sanction 
the loan, will be booked. So, from the part of 
the Government and the management of the 
bank some kind of assurance must be given to 
the bank employees, and the procedure for 
sanctioning these loans must he simplified. 
Sir. I am coming to my last point. Even at 
some risk I am prepared to support the 
Minister to extend help for the rural poor 
under the I. R. D. P. and N. R. E- P. schemes 
although it will be difficult to realise loans 
back there will not be any danger to this 
country. We know that there are some 
persons, I do not want to mention their names 
who were able to pledge the Railway Stations 
to  the Co-operative bank and 



 

[Shri K. Mohanan] managed to get 
crores of rupees as loans. I do not want to 
mention the name of that person. I know that 
this type of corruption is prevailing 
everywhere in the country. Then, what is 
wrong in providing some money to the rural 
poor without insisting on any strict security or 
collateral security. I am completely with you 
but the only question is that money must go 
to the real person. An assurance must be 
given to the bank custodians that there will 
not be serious action if they extend loans to 
the real persons. 

So, my first point was that the public 
accountability is a must for any public 
institution. Under these circumstances, either 
we will have to give the power to PAC or 
divide the P. A. C. because the work-load of 
P. A. C. is very much. So, you divide the 
PAC or constitute another Parliamentary 
Committee to look into the shady dealings of 
this public financial institution especially the 
banks. In that case I support the spirit of this 
Resolution. Madam, with these words, I 
conclude. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA: 
Madam, Vice-Chairman, this Resolution 
moved by Mr. Kalyanasundaram is of very 
great significance. I personally feel that in a 
poor country like India where we have 
evolved a philosophy of socialistic pattern of 
society and where we have nationalised these 
banks for the welfare of the rural poor .and 
common man then such an institution must 
have c checks and balances. Those checks and 
balances can only come where high powered 
body represented by Members of Parliament 
are able to scrutmise and check where the 
banks are working. But this by itself is not 
going to be of much help or be a long term 
solution. If we really want that these 
nationalised banks with proper checks and 
balances must come to the rescue of the rural 

poor, then we must, first of all, ask ourselves a 
question—are we sinceiv about it? If we are 
honest and sincere-then we should evolve a 
method by which each villager has an identity 
card, a small copy, a book upon winch his 
name, address and land holding number is 
mentioned; and its average' valuation is also 
mentioned. And that book should go to the 
bank and the hank should be able to put any 
reduction on that valuation for its own 
purposes according to the finances that it 
wants to loan out to the people for their work, 
for their rural industrialisation, for setting up 
small-scale or cottage industries, for running 
their farming activities or for so many other 
affairs, and the bank should put their own 
valuation; and that is the amount which the 
bank would be in a position to advance to that 
farmer. Armed with that book, that farmer 
should be able to go to any nationalised bank, 
open an account, pledge his passbook or iden-
tity book or by whatever name you call it, and 
draw money against that utilise that money for 
purchasing seeds, fertilizers, machinery, 
tractors, whatever it is, and when the harvest-
ing time comes, he should be able to deposit 
that money back into he bank. He should not 
be dependent upon a third agency where he 
should get an application, then sent it, and then 
they scrutinise the application to see whether 
he actually needs that money, whether that 
money should be given to him, what his party 
affiliations are, whether he will properly 
utilise it and then finally, in their own 
discretion without any proper guidelines, they 
will say that he will be allowed that loan or he 
will not be allowed that loan. That should not 
be the method. Make it uniform for 
everybody. Make it 10' per cent, 20 per cent 
30 per cent or whatever is possible, but make 
it uniform for everybody to have a passbook to 
go to a bank, ask them for the money against 
the amount which has been approved by the 
bank standing against his name, withdraw   the  
amount,  utilise  it   and 
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when he harvests the crop, to deposit it back 
into the bank so that the ordinary villager, the 
rural folk do not have to go to private 
moneylenders. The private moneylenders 
fleece the life out of him, the blood out of 
him. After all, that private moneylender is also 
taking money from the bank. After taking that 
money, he advances it to the rural poor. Why 
have this age-old system by which the farmer 
has every ounce of his blood taken away? The 
moment you set up such a conception of 
running a bank for the rural poor, I can. assure 
you, Madam Vice-Chairman, there will be 
confidence bubbling up in the people living in 
the rural side and they will have a feeling that 
it is a matter of right that they can to go the 
bank and draw money without any fear or 
favour end they do not have to thank anybody 
for it. Each naya paisa taken from the bank he 
will wisely use. The rural poor are wise men. 
He will wisely use the money for the purpose 
for which he has withdrawn it and every little 
paisa that has come from the bank will be well 
utilised. But what happens today? The man 
applies for a loan. The person granting him 
the loan fleeces him to some ex-tent. Then the 
people passing on the money to him will 
fleece him of whatever little is left with him. 
And finally when he takes the money home, 
he probably feels that the money is too less for 
the purpose for which he has taken it and that 
the purpose can not be achieved. The net 
result is that he puts it down his throat in a 
gulp of liquor. That is the net result. The 
whole money vanishes and the bank people 
start running after him. He keeps running 
away and away from the bank and the whole 
process continues. Nowadays you go to any 
village in Punjab; you go to any village in 
Haryana; you go to any village in other States. 
The land mortgage people the cooperative 
banks'and the other banks who have advanced 
money to the fanners, are running after them 
in jeeps and wherever they can be traced they 
try to catch hold of them and put them behind 
bars. Or If the    farmer Is    clever 

enough, be gives the people Rs. 100. Rs.     200     
or     Rs.    300     so   that they go and say 
"untraced". This process continues and the 
amount grows; the interest grows day and 
night. The net result is that the money does not 
go to enrich the nation; the    money does not 
go to help the farmer; that money does not go 
for any particular thing. It is a dead loss to the 
bank and the bank has to write it off one     day 
or the other, and the whole exercise in trying to 
help the people is wasted. Therefore, I 
absolutely endorse the idea   that   where we   
can have   we should have a high-powered 
body represented by Members of Parliament to      
supervise the working of banks. And the banks 
should have the right and authority to call for 
the farmer's  passbooks  and     evaluate his    
assets, and against his assets they can mention 
that this person is having 5 acres of land, 
valued at Rs. 10,000 an acre which    is    
equivalent    to   Rs. 50,000 and they will 
advance him money to the extent of 25 per 
cent, that is, Rs. 12,500. A man whose property 
is worth Rs. 50,000 can ask for Rs. 12,500 
without anybody's help. He need not have to go 
and beg anybody.  All that he has to do is to go 
and fetch his book and say, I    need Rs. 10,000 
and the barik can grant that to him. As a matter 
of right he can get it without any sense of 
gratitude to anybody and then be able to utilise 
it. I can assure the House that if such a    
method is adopted,  every farmer in the village 
will use the best seed, the appropriate quantity     
of    fertilizer,     appropriate machinery for    
harvesting    the    crop and he will have    also    
the strength and the power to retain his crop 
and his house and he does not have to resort to    
distress sale. What    happens today? There is a 
glut in the market. We had  set a high target, 
and    our wheat      production     has      
achieved the      target.      The      farmer      has 
brought    his    wheat    to the    mandi. But 
there are no buyers. Governmental ageneies are 
inadequate. They cannot handle the situation 
The result is wheat is lying in the   open at     
the mercy of the ravages of nature sometimes 
cloudy weather, sometimes dus- 
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[Shri Sushil Chand Mohunta] ty weather, 
winds and so on. With the result the farmer is 
not getting even Rs. 155;- per quintal. This is 
the position. He is getting even less than the 
support price. If the farmer has the capacity to 
hold his crop if he can. harvest it, and hold it 
and for the Jean period depend upon the bank 
to advance him the money he needs against 
his passbook, I can assure you the farmer will 
be able to get a proper rate for his produce 
and hold his head high and he need not beg 
before anybody. Secondly, in an independent 
democratic set-up ours, you don't have to 
press the farmer, corner him and take his vote 
by offering him a bottle of liquor, by saying, 
all right, we won't recover the loan from you, 
put other types of pressure. The farmer will be 
an independent man, having an independent 
outlook with his head high, without any sense 
of having been favoured by any particular 
party, person or agent. This is most important 
of we really want that our banking system 
should establish a socialistic pattern of society 
for helping the rural poor, if the banks are to 
be utilised for creating employment avenues. 
Now what is the face of this country? There 
are two crores of persons who are on the live 
registers of our employment exchanges 
throughout the country, who are unemployed. 
It is not a small figure. And for every person 
who is on the employment exchange register, 
there are at least three others who have not re-
gistered themselves with the employment 
exchanges. The net result is we can safely say 
there are 6 to 7 crores of unemployed people 
in the country today, roaming on the streets of 
various town and cities—Delhi, Bombay. 
Madras, Ahmedabad, Nagpur, everywhere—
people who are graduates who are properly 
qualified. They have no jobs and they want 
jobs. What will happen by the turn of the 
century? This unemployed number on the live 
registers will touch something like 8 to 10 
crores and together with those unregistered, it 
will be 20 crores or so. if yon calculate that 
the population 

tury would be around one arab, then one-fifth 
of that number, young people, who should be 
working, who should not be wasting their 
time, would be on the streets without a job, 
without an opportunity to work. The net result 
is that there will be chaos. We are buying 
chaos. We must change and the time is the 
warning. So, what has been suggested by Shri 
Kalyanasundaram is a noble and wonderful 
idea. If we have a Parliamentary body to 
scrutinise the affairs of the nationalised banks, 
the banking system, will improve. This is a 
new concept. Otherwise, to day what happens? 
A big industrialist goes to the bank. He gives a 
list of his properties, land, machinery, etc. For 
purposes of advance, their value is inflated. If 
they are worth Rs. 1 crore, the inflated amount 
will be shown as Rs. 21/2 crores. He will get a 
loan from the bank equal to the inflated 
amount. For Heaven's sake, let this oppor-
tunity go to the rural poor also. I can 
understand that the work of the banks has 
increased. Instead of having ten accounts, 
there will be 100 accounts in the rural side. 
Instead of ten industrialists approaching the 
bank in the city, there will be 2,000 farmers 
ap-preaching the bank in the villages. But the 
standard of life of villagers will improve and 
more employment avenus will be there and 
'the net result will be that this country will 
develop at a pace faster than any other country 
of the world. T can assure you that the stuff 
the mettle of this country is better than the best 
in the world. Indins are inteligeivt; they are 
hardworking and they are able to do any job in 
the world. Sq. Leader Rakesh Sharma has 
shown us what our Inidans can do, provided 
they get an opportunity. Now, where is that 
opportunity? Money is not available. 
Employment is not available. So, he roams the 
streets of Delhi and Bombay, attends a 
discotheque club, has a boozing affair there 
and loitery here and there creating a law and 
order problem. If this continues In the next fen 
to twenty years, there will   be' 



 

medy is to change the whole concept of 
banking. It must change with the time. You 
must not leave banks to cater only to the top 
business community. The banks are also 
meant for the rural poor. Apart from the land 
mortage banks and co-operative banks these 
nationalised banks must go to the rural poor 
so that a peer farmer can install a tube well, he 
can have a harvester, he can have a tractor, 
better seeds and more fertilizers. He can build 
the storage capacity because holding power is 
the most importaut requirement in order to 
avoid distress sale. 

Today every farmer looks to the 
Government. The Government gives him the 
support price. Today the farmer probably has 
some chance of making things even. But if he 
takes into account his labour charge, then he 
loses. Excluding labour he makes things just 
even for him. Madam, I support this    
Resolution and I say   it should be    accepted 
and along  with  the acceptance  it should also 
be ensured that the banks     do cater  to  the  
interests  of  the     rural poor so that 
ultimately the rural poor have  a  claim  on  
the  advance,  have a right to draw money 
from the banks without     the     
recommendation  of a Member of Parliament 
or any    other authority,  so  that  he  can  go 
to  the bank  and draw money without    any 
sense of shame on presentation of his pass  
book.  Why  should  he  go there as   a  
beggar?      After  all   the  money-given is 
only one-fourth of the value of his land. So 
the banks run no risk because properties 
worth Rs. 5 lakhs or Rs. 7 lakhs  are pledged 
with the banks. The banks run no risk because 
a farmer is an honest man.    He does not 
want to run away with anybody's money; he 
does not want to go and buy radios  and  
television sets     and have them  fitted in his 
house    with that money; and he does not 
want to waste his money in loitering and    in 
running   to   the   discotheques   or     to some 
clubs Farmers' interests    must be protected  
and     unless we realise that  this  country  
consists  of people eighty per cent of whom 
are farmers, 

nothing can be done. We must realise that 
eighty per cent of the people of this country 
are farmers who are living on lands and who 
are living in villages. Unless we do that, 
nothing can be done. Now, I come to my last 
point. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA): There 
are 13 more speakers now. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA: I am 
sorry. I will finish soon. What happens today 
in this country? Big towns have become 
bigger towns and bigger towns have become 
much bigger towns. You see the population of 
Delhi today and see what it was fifteen years 
ago. There is a steady influx from the rural 
side into the urban side. The whole country is 
heading for urbanisation. You must stop it. 
You are turning a city like Delhi into.... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN      (DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA: You 
see, we are discussing the question of 
formation of a parliamentary committee to 
oversee the functioning of banks. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA: 
That is what I am speaking about. 

SHRI R. RAMAKRISHNAN (Tamil 
Nadu): All these are connected matters. 

SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MOHUNTA: I am 
talking about the formation of a parliamentary 
committee only. If there is going to be a 
parliamentary committee, for what is it going 
to be constituted? It is going to be there for 
overseeing the finances of Birla for 
overseeing the finances of Dalmias or some 
other big houses? The parliamentary 
commitee should be there to see that the 
banks advance money properly to the rural 
people. 

THE  VICE-CHAIRMAN (DR. 
(SHRIMATI)    NAJMA HEPTULLA): O. 
K., you   have   made   your   point. SHRI 
SUSHIL    CHAND MOHUNTA:   But  what 
is  happening  in the country now?         
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THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA   HEPTULLA): You 
have made your point now. 
SHRI SUSHIL CHAND MO- HUNTA: We 

are turning the big cities into vast slums. How-to 
prevent this? If you come along with me, I can 
show you the vast slums in Delhi. There is a 
great influx of the rural population into the urban 
areas which has to be stopped and the only way 
to stop is to put in, is to inject, more money into 
the rural side. If the head of the rural side is kept 
high, the head of the urban side can be kept high 
and our country will become strong military will 
become strong industrially, and will become 
strong economically and all aspects of life in this 
Country will be enriched. Thank you, Madam. 
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PROF. C. LAKSHMANAN (Andhra 
Pradesh): Madam Chairperson, I rise to 
support the Resolution and request this august 
House to constitute a Committee on the lines 
of the Public Undertaking Committee and so 
forth to oversee and overview the working of 
the nationalised banks. 

I would like to confine my points mainly to 
three or four uncovered areas. I would like to 
deal with the administration, transfers, fixed 
deposits, overdrafts, loans, withdrawals and, 
finally, the policy of recruitment and 
management of the banks. In these areas it is 
my considered opinion that the banks have 
been malfunctioning. They have not been 
functioning the way in which, they ought to 
function with the result that the benefits that 
accrue out of these nationalised banks are not 
reaching the people. Madam Chairperson, I 
would like to draw your attention to a simple 
fact—the amount that has been spent on the 
administration of these banks since 
nationalisation. There had been a competition 
between these nationalised banks themselves 
in getting the so-called facilities for the 
various branches of these nationalised banks. 
If one nationalised bank asked for an interior 
decorator of the finest order to look after a 
new branch or an old branch, another 
nationalised bank competed with it going in 
for a better decorator. I am not talking cock 
and bull stories. That has happened in a 
period of time, with the result that the money 
that ought to have been spent for the welfare 
programmes, for the betterment of the people 
for the development processes 

has been spent for luxurious, wasteful 
administrative purposes. Therefore, there has 
to be a body which oversees, there has to be a 
body which can report back to the people, and 
that body has to be a body of Parliament. 

Then I would like to deal with the 
overdrafts, loans ' and withdrawals. Madam 
Chairperson, it is only a recent memory how a 
particular nationalised bank was prepared to 
give sixty lakhs of rupees on the basis of a 
phone call which has been subsequently denied 
by the persons concerned. Sixty lakhs of 
rupees were given to an individual. On the 
other hand, if a poor savings bank subscriber 
over-writes his name on a cheque for Rs. 10, 
he is called and asked why it has been done. So 
he has to give a new signature, and so on and 
so forth. For sixty lakh rupees in these, 
nationalised banks there had been no rules 
which gov. the way in which money had to be 
withdrawn, but for ten rupees this is the rule. 
Similarly, if a poor man a man who is lowly 
placed, wants to have a little loan, there are 
many difficulties about which there has been a 
lot of discussion in this Therefore I do not 
want to dwell on . this point. There is the 
problem of collateral security; there is the 
prob-lem of credibility, reliability, and so on 
and so forth, of the person seeking the loan. 
But, on the other hand, if those who belong to 
the rich classes want any amount of loan, that 
is being-given without any qualms on the part 
of these nationalised banks. Therefore, there 
has to be some body which oversees, there has 
to be some body which over-views, there has 
to be a body which has a capacity to have a 
check and a counter-check on the procedures 
that are being follow ed by the banks. 
Therefore", I plead that there is need for such a 
Parliamentary committee. 
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Thirdly, Madam, since we are dealing  not  
merely  with  the     financial aspects of the 
banking but also with other    aspects,    I    
would    like    to bring   to  the  notice   of   
this   august House the entire gamut of the 
problem of transfers, the entire problems of  
trade   unionism.     If  a  particular person is 
outspoken, if he points out a mistake on the 
part of the    bank manager, he  will be  put in  
a very heavy branch  or he  will be  transferred 
to a place where there are no facilities for his 
children and for his wife.    Therefore, the 
entire transfer policy of various nationalised  
banks has been, to say the least, very vindic-
tive.   It has not been based on   any principles 
of justice; it has not been based on principles 
of efficiency;    it has not been based on 
equity.   It has been based on whims and 
fancies of those who are at the helm of affairs. 
Therefore, i plead   with this   august House to 
have a body which can look into it, which can 
give confidence to the umpteen workers    at    
different levels  working   in   these   banks—
the confidence that their grievances will be 
met, the confidence that their demands will be 
attended to and that justice will be done to 
them.   In the present existing  structures  as     
they are today in these nationalised banks there 
is no way of correcting it.    I know    umpteen    
number   of    cases where this type of 
vindictive policy of transfers  has  been  
effected.    Therefore.  Madam   Chairperson,    
I  would on this point say that there has to be a    
Parliamentary    committee.    Then, coming to 
the question of fixed deposits, we have 15 
nationalised    banks, and these 15 nationalised 
banks compete with one another as though 
they are in the private sector,   If we look at  
the total amount which has been accruing as a 
result of the fixed deposits,  I may not be very 
mistaken if I say, there may not be a substan-
tial rise.    Each bank competes    with the 
other  as though they are rivals, they are trying 
to    undermine each other, with the result, 
what is hap- 

pening is, an umpteen number of incentive 
schemes have come up in the nationalised   
banks.    Somebody  may be given this gift, 
somebody may be given   that   gift,   
something   will   be given to these people and 
something else will be given to somebody 
else. That is the way in which the nationalised 
banks of the country are competing with each 
other and trying to loot people in the name of 
incentives being  given  on fixed  deposits.    
The fixed deposit from one bank ,will be taken 
out and deposited into another bank to take 
one facility, and again it will be taken out of 
that bank and put  into some  other bank to  
draw another   facility   out  of   it.    In  this 
way,  there  has  been  a     continuous vicious 
circle of drawing benefits, of drawing 
facilities, of drawing advantages. For the sake 
of mopping up deposits,  every time  there has 
been a deposit mobilisation programme, these 
banks have been competing with each other. 
Therefore, Madam Vice-Chairperson. I plead 
that there is need for a  Parliamentary    
committee    which can go into such aspects. 

Finally, I would like to deal with the 
problem of recruitment and management. All 
these nationalised banks have established big 
schools of management, and the officers, 
whomsoever they want to favour with a three-
star hotel treatment or a five-star hotel 
treatment, will be sent to these schools run by 
these various nationalised banks. They are 
just places of comfort. They are places where 
they will chit-chat, they will spend their time. 
But I am constrained to say that nothing much 
is learnt. Let there be a committee which goes 
into all the efficiency of all those people who 
have undergone those various management 
courses, and see whether the efficiency of 
those people has gone up, whether the 
efficiency of the branches which are under 
their control; whether the efficiency of the 
activities under their control, 



 

has really gone up as a result of these 
training courses which have been given 
to them in these management institutions 
attached to these banks. Therefore, 
Madam Vice-Chairperson, I would like to 
plead with this House that there should 
be scrutiny, there should be examination, 
there should be assessment, there should 
be overseeing, there should be overview 
of the things that are happening in 
different aspects of these banks which are 
spread all ever the country. As a result of 
that, I am pretty confident that the 
performance of the banks will go up. If 
the performance of the banks does not go 
up, I will be the last person to plea for it. 
There is bound to have an effect of seme 
organisation which is representing the 
highest body of this country, overseeing 
it. 

So, in view of the various things which 
I have mentioned and the various things 
that have been mentioned by various 
Members in this august House, I once 
again plead with those who are 
responsible for it, to accept the 
suggestion of Shri Kalyanasundaram and 
set up a committee of Parliament on the 
lines of the Public Undertakings Com-
mittee. 

Thank you. 

SHRI R. RAMAKRISHNAN: Madam 
Vice-Chairman, at the outset, I must 
thank my colleague, comrade Kalya-
nasundaram, for having boon present 
here today to move this Resolution. As  
you  know,   three  Private   Members' 
Resolutions have been listed for today.    
The  first  is  by  Shri     Ram Pujan Patel,  
which  deals  with  up-liftment of the     
masses     subsisting below the poverty 
line and where he has stated that even 
after    spending thousands of crores    of 
rupees,     the Government has 
unfortunately failed. Perhaps, this was a 
little     embaras-sing, and Shri Ram 
Pujan Patel   was not present. 

The second    Resolution was about 
corruption in High places, which would 

have really made a very interesting 
discussion, but even that gentloman is 
not present. 

SHRJ GHULAM RASOOL MATTO 
(Jammu and Kashmir) By accident or by 
design? 

SHRI R. RAMAKRISHNAN: That, I 
do not know. But at least comrade 
Kalyanasundaram, whether he was 
prepared for it or not, has been present 
and has initiated a very important 
Resolution which I fully and 
wholeheartedly support. 

Madam Vice-Chairman, last year in the  
United  States of America     the mighty 
economy of the world, hundreds of banks 
were wound up.   Fortunately in India we 
did   not   have that position yet. Many 
decades ago, the Hanuman Bank closed 
down, followed by the last big  bank in the 
private sector, on which there was a run 
and which  closed     down,     the Palai    
Central    Bank.      Fortunately after that 
we have not had any banking failures.    
Added to this was the bank nationalisation    
in   July     1969 which has had its both 
advantages and disadvantages.  I am only 
happy that the Government of India has at 
least been able to contain this very threat 
which is there in other economies of the  
world. 

Only recently our erstwhile Member of 
this very House Mr. Era Sezhi-yan who 
was the Chairman of the s<>-called 
COPLOT that is, Committee on the 
Papers Laid on the Table had submitted a 
report wherein he has commented upon 
the numerous bank frauds are taking 
place and the large-scale malpractices are 
also taking place in the nationalised 
banks. In this report which was recently 
laid on the Table of this House eertain 
important suggestions have been made 
and one of the suggestions which Era 
Sezhiyan Committee—COPLOT— has 
made is that and T quote: 

"The Committee    reiterated    its [       
earlier recommendation for bringing the 

audit of the public sector banks under the    
Comptroller    and 
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[Shri R. Ramakrishn'an] 
Auditor General of India and manded 
early steps in this regard to ensure a 
"better and higher" standard of accounting 
and accountability of these institutions to 
'Parliament and people." 
This is exactly what my hon. friend. Mr. 

Kalyanasundaram has initiated today. I 
further quote what the Era Sezhiyan 
Committee also recommended:— 

"The Committee also recommended 
that the Government set up at the earliest 
a thorough and deep examination of the 
entire working of the public sector banks 
not only to strengthen the system of 
accounting and official functioning but 
also to study how far the objectives of 
nationalisation had been fulfilled". 

So, these  important suggestions among other 
recommendations have been made by the 
COPLOT which I hope the Hon'ble Deputy 
Minister for Banking in the Ministry of Fin-
ance who is here will take note of will take 
necessary measures 
Recently, Madam, Vice-Chairman. have 
been hearing very perturbing reports about 
the performs our Indian banks particularly in 
countries like the United Kingdom. Of late, 
there has boon a tendency to provide officers 
with jobs, or whatever may be the motive or 
even if the real rootrvi is to gel a fair share 
of the avenues of business which are 
available in foreign countries, there has been 
quite a good expansion in the overseas 
branches of Indian banks but along with the 
expansion there is the perturbing report of 
crores of rupees being given to the industria-
lists and other so-called rich business 
tycoons which   arc   having  rather   a shady 
past  or  do  not have proper credit 
worthiness; How this he up. I do not know. 
But I do not want mention all these names 
and details of the Sethias and other pei-sons 
interested in this and Galadhark that 
Whatever it is.    This sort of interna- 

tional banking fraud should bo thoroughly 
investigated and it is not enough if the 
Reserve Bank officials wake up after six 
months or one year and also go there and stay 
for a period of three months or four month 
submit 300 or 400 page reports. It is only 
throwing a good money after bad. What the 
Reserve Bank should do is to see that these 
accounts are properly monitored well in 
advance and they should have some system 
like alarm system whereby once you know 
that the accounting is going bad, at that time, 
the check should be applied. What happens 
now is that more bad money is thrown'after 
the good money which has already become 
bad and good money is thrown after the bad 
money. So. the result is that Rs. 200 crores 
lost becomes Rs. 300 crores. Then there is 
hulla gulla in Parliament and elsewhere and 
ultimately the money is lost. So, this is only 
the tip of the iceberg what is being revealed. I 
hope that the Deputy Finance Minister will 
see that the Reserve Bank is directed to lone 
up, particularly in the light of the happenings 
in Nigeria for which the Government of India 
may not be held responsible but they take 
advantage of these frauds which are going on 
in that country. I hope that the poor 
depositors who are giving their hard earned 
savings in India are not put up to any 
difficulty on account of this. 

Madam, Vice-Chairman, I would only like 
to give statistical figures as to how much 
banking has improved from July 1969 when 
the 14 nationalised banks were set up till to-
day. I have got the figures up to September, 
1983. In July, 1969 the 14 nationalised banks 
had among themselves 8,321 branches. Today 
we have upto the end of September, 1983, 
42,738 branches all over India. This is a 
welcome feature. But on-this I would like to 
comment one thing. There is unhealthy 
expansion of these branches and many banks 
are competing just  tor the sake    of 
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. going out to rural areas which I welcome.  
The rural poor must also   get this     lacility 
But      there    is      no meaning in     two     or     
three   big banks  competing  in    one  small   
vil-lage where there is only potential   for bank 
The Reserve Bank should see that only certain 
banks which are having a     particular     nexus  
to  that place are alone given the licence, or or 
the sake of competition, one more bank can be 
allowed. But four or five banks going to the 
same rural     area where   there   is   no   
scape" for   more than one, is meaningless and 
it costs a lot on overheads and establishment. 
This   should  be  avoided. 

Similarly, the deposits have grown from 
about Rs. 5,000 crores in 1909 to about Rs. 
60,000 crores at the end of 1983. This is 
really a twelve-fold or thirteen-fold expansion 
in bank deposits, which is welcome and 
which speaks to the credit of these banks. 

Simllaily, the advances which were Rs. 
4,000 crores in July 1969 have gone up to 
nearly Rs. 40,000 crores and I hope that some 
of these advances will be good advances and 
not the type of advances which we are 
hearing about now 

This is the progress which our banks have 
made. Of course there are many things to be 
said for and against nationalisation. Recently 
the Minister himself admitted that some of the 
smaller banks, in the private sector are also 
doing good business and they are competing 
with the big banks. I think it be a good 
experiment if these banks are not taken over. 
Once they cross the Rs. 100 crorr Rs. 200 
crore mark, it has been the policy of the 
Government to take them over. If there is to 
he a spirit of competition just list like the case 
of Air-India and Indian Airlines which are 
getting business because of their monopoly—
1 t h i n k  you should allow this dichotomy to 
continue' for some more time so that your 
own banks are able to learn some lessons. 

Now. 1 would like to comment on 

that giant which is a law.unto itself, 
the State Bank of India. Today it has 
become such a giant monolith that it 
has over 6,000 branches with absolu 
tely no questions asked. I do not think 
that even the Chairman or the Mana 
ging Director of the State Bank of 
India will know what the real position 
is. And many of these balance-sheets 
of the banks, as you know, Madam 
Vice-Chairman, hide more than what 
they reveal because of the special laws 
which are applicable to the banking 
sector. They are allowed to have a 
lot of inner reserves. In those days it 
was good for the banks to have some 
secret reserves. Today, on the contrary, 
what is happening is that I am told 
reliably that the State Bank of India 
is drawing from the inner reserves and 
taking it into profit in order 1o. show 
a good working. This is a .serious 
situation which can never be counten 
anced by any person who does a heal 
thy scrutiny. Therefore I would like 
the hon. Minister to see that the State 
Bank's growth is curtailed. It has now 
developed certain specialities. Let it 
function in those fields. But please see 
that the State Bank of India does not 
expand its branches any more; try to 
prune or cut it down and put it on a 
rational working basis. Now if ever 
this committee which Comrade Kalya- 
nasundaram is pleading for—and we 
are supporting him—is set up and it 
takes up for study the State Bank of 
India, it will take at least one decad" 
to study the performance of the State 
Bank. There is so much which will 
come out, There is an old saying in 
Tamil—"Kinaru vetta bhootham kilam- 
biyathu". It means that when some 
body started digging a well, from that 
well a lot of ghosts started coming out 
so that the man thought that he would 
have rather not dug the well in the 
first place. So, this committee, if it 
ever sees the light of day, must take 
up for study the State Bank of India 
which is full of so many ghost: 
skeletons in the cupboard that even 
the Finance Minister and his deputy 
will he surprised if they are there at 
that time . 
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[Shri R. Ramakrishnan] 
I will mention a few more things. 

Recently, I am told, the nationalised 
banks are going in for fresh lines of 
business, which is welcome. Today there 
is a mushroom growth of leasing 
companies. I hope the banks will go there 
and cash in one the boom. But once you 
start the leasing business, you must take 
care that the persons who are asking you 
for lease finances in machinery or assets 
do not leave the banks holding asset of 
dubious value after one year. With the 
latest advancement in technology, 
particularly in the field of electronics, 
these banks can easily be duped and they 
will be left holding a lot of machinery and 
other things which they will not know 
what to do with. So a little more care 
should be taken by the banks before 
things of this sort are encouraged. 

Then I come to the posting of bank 
officers and clerks. A person from Tamil 
Nadu, just in the name of national 
integration, when he is recruited in the 
bank as an officer or clerk, is posted 
somewhere in Assam where he does not 
know the language. Similarly a man from 
Punjab is posted in Tamil Nadu. That is 
all right for all-India cadres like the 
Indian Administrative Service and the 
Indian Police Service. To apply this sort 
of logic and to post persons who do not 
know the language or the terrain at far 
away places is meaningless, and this calls 
for a total examination. Similarly, several 
reports like the Pillai Committee report, 
the Raj Committee report, have been 
submitted about the working of banks and 
the service conditions of officers. These 
require a constant review. But it took 
about ten years for the Government to 
accept the Pillai Committee report and 
implement it. Since there are a lot of 
misgivings among the .clerks .and the 
officers whom, there are seme reports, 
Mr. Poojary is against, but for good rea-
son, I would request the Government to 
review this constantly. 

I would like to say something about the 
way the banks function. Today if a person 
wants to take something, some money, 
from the bank he should try to impress 
upon the officer, entertain him in five-star 
hotels, and he can easily get a crore of 
rupees. But if a genuine businessman 
wants to get Rs. 2 lakhs or Rs. 3 lakhs or 
Rs. 5 lakhs for his business or a small en-
trepreneur wants a little loan for his small 
enterprise, or a small trader needs help, he 
will not get the money. The bank officer, 
the clerk and the manager will ask 101 
questions before even they think of 
releasing a portion of the money. But 
some of the big business tycoons who 
keep these bank officers in their pockets 
can take a few crores of rupees and after 
that the bank chairman will be sitting all 
the time in the house of that tycoon to 
recover that money. This is the way our 
Indian banks are functioning. This is a 
matter which has to looked into and 
corrected. If the Minister wants details of 
such big tycoons who operate in this way, 
I can give him the details if he comes to 
me, because I am not interested; I can 
only give him a warning signal. 

Finally, before I conclude I would like 
to say that the • motive of this resolution 
is really laudable. In fact, the Public 
Undertakings Committee itself once 
pointed out to see whether they could, by 
a resolution of Parliament or by talking, 
to both Houses of Parliament start 
examining the banks. But then, even at 
the time of formation it was specifically 
stated that that was not what they were 
meant for. Even as it is the Public 
Undertakings Committee has not been 
able to examine in detail the General 
Insurance Companies which are now 
being nationalised. And this will itself 
reveal very many interesting things. So 
this would be absolutely essential and I 
commend Mr. Kalyanasundaram's 
resolution and ask the Government to 
look at it in a very objective manner; just 
because an Opposition Member has . 
moved % please don't    phoo-phoo it.     
Kindly 
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think it over objectively and I am sure 
you will accept it sooner or later. 

SHRI      SHRIDHAR        WASUDEO    
DHABE (Maharashtra):    The resolu-tion 
which my friend, Mr.  Kalyana-sundaram, 
has moved has a very laudable objective 
and I support it. There is a feeling even in 
the Public Undertakings Committee—I 
had worked on that Committee  for some  
time—that there are a large number of    
public undertakings and that more than 
one Public Undertakings    Committee    is 
necessary if we really want to    do justice 
and examine the working of the public 
undertakings.    If the principle applies to 
the Public undertakings that     there  
should  be     public scrutiny and 
parliamentary control, it is more important 
and necessary that there should be 
parliamentary control over the financial 
institutions    also. There is, of course one 
difficulty which the Government    always 
points    out, and that is, that banks have 
to    do business all over the world and 
that the  creditworthiness     or   the   
credit policy of the banks may be affected 
if such committees are appointed   and 
inquiries are held.    But this is   begging 
the  question     because what is suggested 
is a Standing Parliamentary Committee  
so  that     they  will  issue guidelines and 
they will have an effective  control   over     
any  mischief   or fraud being committed 
by the bank. It will  certainly help in the 
healthy 'growth of the bank.    As things 
stand at  present,  we  cannot  even  
discuss many of the    things.     It is 
always said that it is a secret and    that    
it cannot be divulged. It has been found 
after nationalisation of the banks that the 
nationalised banks give more loans to 
private companies and many private 
companies are triving only on the 
assistance of the nubile financial insti-
tutions. Many loans are given    even 
without a  security or pledging     of goods 
by the bank.   They manage to get  the' 
loans,  though  there  is     no guarantee of 
'getting back the money Though    they 
may     not be creditworthy, loans are 
given to them. 

It has also been found that there were > 
many irregularities in the functioning of 
the Punjab National Bank.   It has also 
been, found during our discussion here 
that even the administration of banks is 
not being done as per the rules. Many a 
time the Chairman are not nominated as  
soon   as vacancies arise.     Workers' 
nominees are    not changed for years 
though the period stipulated is three 
years.    Even after three years trade 
unions are not asked to make any fresh 
nominations. It is also not decided which 
trade union has to nominate the person. 
Workers' nominees    are not    there     in 
many banks.     Officers'  nominees  are  
also not taken     into the Board.     Many 
Boards are functioning without    full 
complement.     It has also been    the 
demand of workers that the workers' 
nominee should be cleced In banking 
industry    which is an organised sector 
there is no difficulty in implementing 
this principle. 

My   friend   was  talking   about   re-
cruitment.     In this    country the re-
cruitment agency or the Banking Service 
Commission has become an agency to tax 
unemployed people.  When the Banking    
Service    Commission    was constituted  
it  was  not the  intention that it would earn 
lot of money. If a  person   has  to  make   
an   application, he is charged Rs.   40/-.  
Those    who apply   after   giving   this   
fee   are  not even called for interviews.     
In such cases I do not know why the   
money collected  is not made  refundable.   
A large  amount  is  collected   by   them 
from the unemployed people    without' 
paying any interest on this amount. 
Banking Service Commission is a big 
affair*.   It     requires     decentralisation 
and also people should not be charged 
anything for just making an application.  
In fact everybody should    have the right 
to apply to any public sector   undertaking. 

These nationalised banks-have become 
another class in the banking system. 
After so many -struggles some 
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I Shri  Shridhar  Wasudeo  Dhabe] 

wage  agreements  have  been     reach-2d in 
the   banking   sector. But in the rural banks 
the  staff are paid much loss.   They  are  paid 
on  par with  the State   Government  
employees.       The pay-sdales are thus not 
uniform. This will create  a large    number of 
categories   drawing different     scales     of 
pay.    in fact there is no justification in giving 
them lesser pay. It is not an easy  thing to   go   
and  work  in  rural areas.   You   know,  
medical   graduates are  not  willing  to  go  
and  work    in rural    areas.   Here    you    are 
giving these bank employees low pay-scales. It  
is very essential that proper    pay-scales  are 
given to these employees. Administration   of  
the   banks  in  the oroper way is Very vital for 
the health of the economy and also for the 
growth of the economy.  From that    point of 
view,  we  have  1o     consider     certain 
things which are  taking  place     these days.   I 
am having in mind the looting  of  hanks  on  a  
large  scale which is going on in the country 
now. Every day we getsome news that some 
bank is looted. It is not known whether the 
banks are insured against such dacoities and 
thefts and it is not known to us.  Who suffers  
on  account  of this? I think  more than a crore 
of rupees must    have    been    looted      
during the      last      one      year      from      
the different banks in the country.    Now, who 
is responsible for this?   Who suffers?   
Whether there is any insurance or not, we do 
not know.  What security  measures  are     
taken?   Secondly, the complaint of the  public 
is    that, today only in;our country the banks 
are   not   efficiently  administered.      If you 
want to encash a cheque, it takes at   least  
about twenty to thirty minu-for  you  to  get it 
encashed.       it .; that much of time for an 
ordinary  customer.   In  any foreign  coun-try.  
our experience  is that you     give the cheque 
and you get,    the    money immediately.   
They   say  that  this     is much easier though 
the    expenditure on the maintenance of staff 
is a little higher.   Therefore   there   is  a   lot     
of scope for improvement in the banking    I 
system  which will he necessary     for 

protecting the interests of the custo 
mers. For this purpose, 
it is very essential that there is Pro 
per control over the banking system 
which is vital to our economy and me 
rely leaving it to the Reserve Bank 
of India and the Finance Ministry is 
not sufficient and, therefore, the Re 
solution which has been moved has a 
very laudable objective and T hope the 
Minister will accept it. Thank you*. 
SHRI     KAMALENDU     BHATTA 

CHARJEE (Assam):        Respected 
Chairperson, thank you for giving me 
the chance to speak something on the 
Resolution  moved  by  the  honourable 
Member of      the    Opposition,      Shri 
Kalyanasundaram. Now, it appears to 
me, as also it appears to all of us, that 
what the honourable Member,      Shri 
Kalyanasundaram, wants    to do      by 
moving this Resolution is that a Par 
liamentary committee should be con 
stituted  to  scrutinise,  to inspect  ana 
to supervise    the activities    or,      the 
malpractices which he has referred to, 
which are going on in the banks. He 
feels that something very serious     is 
going on- in the banks as it God     is 
not in His heaven and everything     is 
wrong in the world.  I would like to 
convey my thanks to Mr.      Hukmdeo 
Narayan Yadav for very loudly—he is 
not here at present—pointing out the 
mismanagement in the banks. I admit 
that performance of the banks in tho 
country,   the  nationalised   banks      in 
the country, is not that     satisfactory 
and their    performance is not      that 
much up to the mark, and none can 
deny that. But it is my humble sub 
mission that so far as their     perfor 
mance is  concerned,  the  picture      of 
their performance is not as dismal or 
as    gloomy    or as    seamy    as    they 
have    tried    to    depict    it    to    be. 
I      would      admit      that     there    is 
much scope for improvement, there is 
room  for  improvement.   But  the pic 
ture is not that bad as    they  have 
tried to depict it to be. 

Now, we all know that the bank? were 
nationalised in 1969. It is a matter of common 
knowledge that the banks were first 
nationalised in 1959, 
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and, at that time, Mrs. Indira' Gandhi did it. Of 
course, the Opposition' parties, as Mr. 
Kalyanasundaram has pointed out, the leftist 
parties Had been pressing for the 
nationalisation of the banks and they were 
pressing that the banks should be nationalised 
at the earliest opportunity and they were 
nationalised and at a later stage, some more 
banks were also nationalised. It is a matter of 
common knowledge and everybody knows it. 
Now, I would like to point out one thing. Since 
their nationalisation, what lias been the 
performance of these nationalised banks? Now, 
certain figures are available. When banks were 
nationalised, 8322 branches of these banks 
were there, and now this figure has risen in the 
vicinity of 42,000 branches, all over India. 

Our respected Opposition Member, Mr-. 
Kalyanasundaram, does not object to the 
principle of nationalisation. He has very 
correctly pointed out that what he objects to is 
the maladministration, the way banks are 
functioning, the way loans are being given to 
the people, the Way the banks are trying to 
mobilise resources and the money out of the 
bank given to some sections of the rich 
people. This is what he objects to. 

Now, I would like to say that     in spite of the     
hindrances     and constraints the banks have not 
performed badly.  Rather they have     
performed well. Under the IRDP scheme, which 
is well known and is included in the 20-point 
programme, bank  employees and bank 
managers have    performed well and loans have 
been given to     a large number of people.  It is     
also complained that banks are    probably 
meant for big men only and there is a sort of 
prestige attached to the bank balance. Bank 
balance has got   some sort of prestige attached 
to it.    It     is common idea that most of the     
rich people are favoured by bank officers. Now 
it has been pointed out and it is a matter of 
statistics that about 13,000 crores  of rupees. 
have been given as loans to, small farmers, 
vendors   and 

many others who fall in the category of small 
men. But much has to be improved on that 
score. It is not necessary that we are honest but 
outwardly also we should appear to be honest. 
Now, it has been stated here that most of ths 
bank officers and bank employees are dishonest 
and Mr. Kalyanasundaram, if I remember 
aright, said that those who are running, the 
banks are 'dacoits'. I cannot subscribe to this 
view. It might be that some of them are dacoits 
and some of them might take speed money. But 
there is a mushroom growth of middlemen and 
brokers who, in the name of bank managers and 
bank employees, try to extract some money out 
of the people by " hoodwinking them by saying 
that the bank manager wants Rs. 5000 or an 
employee wants Rs. 1000. And they make bank 
managers and bank employees scapegoats. This 
is a point which has got to be very clearly un-
derstood that there is a mushioom growth of 
brokers whom Mr. Hukm-deo Narayan Yadav 
has rightly called as 'dadas'; they take big slices 
out of this money and they put the blame 
squarely on the managers and bank employees. 
Actually, in many cases they are not to be 
blamed. 

Now, there is the question of transfer. I also 
subscribe to the view that after a period of 
reasonable stay in certain places bank 
employees ought to be transferred, because if 
they are allowed to stay at certain places for 
years together they develop a sort of vested 
interest; they form a sort of vicious circle, they 
show interest in some selected persons and 
they will give loans only to those persons. 
Here an hon. Member of the Opposition has 
pointed out that bank employees should not be 
transferred. But I am sorry I am not in a 
Position to subscribe to this view. 

There is the question of attitude. I do not 
say that all bank managers are dishonest and 
all bank employees   are 
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[Shri Kajnalendu Bhattacharya J honest. 
But we should not put all of them in the 
same category. There are some bank 
employees who are trade unionists and 
with whom the fever of trade unionism 
runs very high. At odd hours and at lunch, 
you will always find them shouting 
'Inquilab Zindabad'. I do not object to 
their demands. I do not object to their 
raising slogan 'Inquilab Zindabad'. But I 
would like to point out to these bank 
employees that they should look after the 
national interest. To me, nation is the first 
and then comes 'Inquilab Zindabad'. I 
would be very happy if their legitimate 
demands are accepted. They should get 
their due. But there is a tendency to treat 
the customer as of secondary importance 
and their trade union interest as of 
primary importance. I cannot support this 
sort of attitude. Actually, they should try 
to satisfy the customer. Bank institutions 
are commercial institutions. They should 
treat the customer in the proper 
perspective and give them due 
importance. I am sorry to say that in 
many cases, the customers do not get the 
sort of treatment which they deserve. 
They are nored in some cases. I would 
like to point out that the number of staff is 
insufficient in some banks. This is a great 
hindrance to !he smooth working of the 
banks. 

One very important point of which we 
should take note is about the process of 
taking loans. So far as big businessmen are 
concerned, they have their managerial staff 
and clerks. They can send them to the banks 
once, twice or thrice. They can get all the 
papers signed. They can sign all the forms. 
It is the small farmer or small man in the 
villages who is afraid of this red-tapism. 
These forms are a hindrance which stands 
between the loan and the small man. I 
would request the Finance Minister to find -
some ways and means to help these small 
persons. They are so much afraid of these 
forms. They would prefer taking   loans 
from the village   , 

Shylocks and Kabuliwalas at an ex-
orbitant rate of interest but would never 
go to the bank. The saying is that when a 
small man wants a loan from the bank, he 
would have to change two pairs or three 
pairs of shoes. What is the reason behind 
it? The main reason is that the small peo-
ple are very much afraid of these 
complicated forms. When they look at the 
forms, they say 'good bye' to the banks 
and never come back. This is an aspect 
which should be looked into. I would 
request the Finance Minister to give his 
attention to this matter. These forms and 
the procedures for taking loans have got 
to be simplified. The simplification of the 
loan-taking process will encourage more 
and more persons to take loans. 

Actually there is another group of 
vested interests which is working as 
middlemen or the brokers. As I have 
already pointed out, they create a feeling 
among the loanees that it is the 
Government money and, therefore, it need 
not be returned. Once you take the loans, 
the money is yours once for all. Give me 
my share and give me my dada's share 
and also the share of the bank employees. 
Thus, they create a feeling'among the 
borrowers that bank money is not to be re-
turned. This is a very very bad tendency. 
We must take a  very serious note of these 
people (Time bell rings). After all, the 
bank money is the national money. If 
bank money is not returned in time, our 
national interest will be jeopardised 
seriously. We must take proper nota of it. 
This mushroom growth of brokers has got 
to be checked. I would request the hon. 
Finance Minister to take some positive 
steps to stop the activities of such persons 
who want to create a wrong impression in 
the minds of the ignorant villagers that 
once you take money from the banks, it is 
yours for good. Last of all, before I 
conclude, I 
5.00  p.m. would like to say that the 

number of bank branches in my 
State,     that is     in Assam, is 
not that     satis- 
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factory. J would request the hon. Finance 
Minister, as I requested him on an earlier 
occasion, that the number of bank branches ill 
my State of Assam should be increased. I 
know that licences have been issued for 
opening up of nine new branches in Assam 
and it has been cleared at the Reserve Bank 
level. So, I would request the hon. Finance 
Minister. through you, Madam, that this 
should be immediately taken up because my 
State is predominantly a backward State. It is 
economically backward. And the people there 
are agitating. The reasons are more of an 
economic nature than political. And if this 
problem is resolved at the economic level, 
political discontent will disappear in no time. 

Before I conclude, I would say that there is 
a scheme in the banks for giving scholarships 
to meritorious students. And this scheme is 
not that well implemented in my State. There 
are many meritorious students in my State. 
They are poor. They have got high hopes. But 
their hopes are nipped in the bud. They do not 
get any chance of improving their career. So, 
proper steps must be taken so that the poor 
students also get these loans. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA]: The 
time is over. We have to take up the Calling 
Attention. 

SHRI KAMALENDU BHATTA-
CHARJEE: I will take just one minute. When 
Mr. Kalyanasundaram was placing his 
Resolution before the House—it is my 
assumption and I stand to be corrected—he 
was only half-hearted about it because he has 
expressed his utter disillusionment about the 
setting up of Parliamentary Committees. But 
his wishes behind placing this Resolution are 
very pious.   Hence, I support it. 

THE      VICE-CHAIRMAN       FDR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA   HEPTULLA]; The  
Resolution  is  over  because  the time is not 
enough. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: So 
many speakers are yet to speak. If the 
Government accepts the Resolution, we can 
decide it here and now. If they do not accept, 
then let it be taken to the next session. 

SHRI R. RAMAKRISHNAN: It will 
lapse. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA]; 
According to the rules, we cannot continue it 
for the next session. So, your Resolution will 
lapse. Now I have an Announcement to 
make. 

ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING 
ARREST  OF  DR.  MAHABIR PRASAD 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 

(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA]; I have 
to inform the hon. Members that a Wireless 
Message has been received from the Deputy 
Commissioner of Police, New Delhi District, 
New Delhi, regarding the arrest of Dr. 
Mahabir Prasad, Member, Rajya Sabha, at 
13.00 hours today at the Boat Club. 

Now, we will take up the Calling 
Attention. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Has he been 
released? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) NAJMA HEPTULLA]; I have 
not got the message of release. When I get 
the message of release, I will read it out. 

 


